
Calibration 
Know the Application Rate 
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•Why injection? 
 
 

•Why minimum disturbance? 
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•Why injection? 
 

− decrease ammonia volatilization 
•capture more available nitrogen 
•5 pounds of N per 1,000 gallons 
 

− decrease odors 
 

 



•Why else might injection be 
preferable? 
 
 

 



•Why else might injection be 
preferable? 
− apply less phosphorus per pound of 
nitrogen  
•increase the useful life of fields without 
encountering phosphorus restriction 

−reduce phosphorus in runoff 
 

 
 

 



Which phosphate application  is 
preferable?  

•Use liquid dairy manure to supply all the 
N for a 150 bu/A corn crop 
−injecting? 110 pounds/acre 

 
−surface application?  170 pounds/acre 



•Why minimum disturbance? 
 

−minimize erosion/retain residue 
 

−minimize structural disturbance 
•maintain high infiltration rate, soil 
organic matter 



•Hiring a custom applicator? 
−communicate application rate 

•consult nutrient management plan 
 

•Spreading yourself? 
−calibrate the spreader 



What’s Variable? 

•ground speed (mph) 
 

•PTO speed (rpm) 
 

flow rate =  
 app rate x ground speed x applicator width x ft/mile 

60 min/hr x 43,560 ft/acre 



Load-Area Method of Calibration 

•Need to know: 
 
−volume of tank (manufacturer’s info x 0.9) 
−area on which a load is spread 
 
gallons in tank/acres covered = gallons per acre 



•Note ground speed and PTO speed. 
•Spread a load. 
•Measure the area covered. 
•Calculate rate of application. 
•Compare actual rate to recommended rate. 
•Adjust, if necessary. 
•Repeat with 2 more loads when adjustment 
has been maximized. 

•Use average of 3 measurements. 



High Tech Method 
•Equipment needed 
−control console 

 

•Inputs 
−width of applicator 
−target application rate 

 

•Results 
−ground speed is monitored 
−flow rate is adjusted 



Dark Side of Injection 

•more expensive & time consuming 
−labor, fuel 

 
•interested in knowing value of nitrogen 
conserved? 
−Organic Nutrient Source Calculator 
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